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Title: Groove Coaster - Kodoku na hana
Genre: Action
Developer:
TAITO CORP.
Publisher:
Degica, TAITO CORP.
Release Date: 7 Aug, 2018
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Minimum:

OS: Windows7/8.1/10 (64bit)

Processor: 2.0 GHz+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 400 MB available space

Additional Notes: Limited Offline Play (Steam login required every 7 days)

English,Japanese
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Got this game in a humble bundle. I played it way back when it first came out of iPhone and it has held up pretty well over the
years. I do find the seperation into chapters a little confusingly unnecessary, but it allows the game to go into two different
directions, so whatever floats your boat. It does get repetative though. What was easy to do on a phone with swiping one element
to another is a little bit slower and more tedius with a mouse. The puzzles and quests were really fun, and (with help from
guides) achievements are all pretty attainable.

If you can see past its flaws and enjoy a game that is quite repetative in nature, then Doodle God may be for you. If not,
definitely avoid it as it will probably be another title that ends up collecting dust in your library.. Weird Worlds, the second
game in this franchise, was amazing. It was essentially "Star Control 2 in 30 minutes."

Strange Adventures In Infinite Space, the very first game, wasn't much to look at graphically but contained all the elements that
define this franchise.

Sea of Stars..... Has pros and cons. It's not quite as polished as Weird Worlds.

There was a forum post I saw on the Weird Worlds forum way back when. It mentioned something along the lines of having
hostile fleets move around (instead of just the Kawangi and Ravians), different races preferring different trade goods and
offering varied selections, and so forth. I suspect the developers read that post because this game delivers on that front.

It's exciting to have maurading Tan-Ru and Garthan ships harassing worlds across the sector, with the heroic races also having
numerous patrols and, thankfully, numerous ways to establish alliances. Sure, this existed in the previous game too, but the
additional elements finally give a sense of agency in it all. Before it was just your ship exploring the worlds. Now, now you'll
find that the sector isn't all that quiet after all.

Yet even though the setting is more vibrant, and the flavor text is as amusing as ever, the 3D map is a definite downside.
Without the calibrator it can be extremely annoying getting from place to place, and unlike Weird Worlds it doesn't look like
your ships can pool their FTL Drives. The removal of the latter feature makes death far more frequent once you get the fabled
Hyperdrive. Sure, one might mention backups and the like, but with limited storage space, Esmerelda, and [insert extremely
frustrating spawn here] that's not as foolproof a plan as one would believe.

I really enjoyed how they put a lot of effort into making every tech in a category seem different. Every drive displays different
exhaust, and weapons have differing glowy bits. I think shields are somewhat different too but I haven't confirmed that. At any
rate, it's clear that Sea of Stars was a labor of love, and even though aspects of the UI (mostly because of the 3D modeling, can
get annoying the game is an asthetic treasure.

So while I have fond memories of Weird Worlds, well, Sea of Stars brought enough improvements where it counts. Don't go
into this expecting the extremely intuitive mechanics of Weird Worlds, but if you've played previous games in the series you can
certainly expect Weirder and more Exciting things to look at and DESTROY!. Yeah it's good. Try it.. Kinda lame:
- Should have used higher res textures
- Run is static, not procedurally generated so it's the same always

Interesting as a proof of concept, that's about it.
. This is the best game ever!. Apart from some rage on a theoretical error from the devs in a puzzle, the game is really good and
exciting, got some lovely jumpscares too, which I utterly enjoyed.
Also note that, at least for me, this was the shortest game to beat: 6 hours, which is pratically nothing and got me a bit
disappointed.
But I still recommend it, the story is nice, and mind that this is one of the earliest games of ND games series.

Not really spoiler, but rant of a detail in a puzzle:
 There's a huge error regarding Music on the piano part. In some Nancy Drew games you have the opportunity to play musical
instruments (e.g. Nancy Drew: Warnings at Waverly Academy - piano again). But in this puzzle, I struggled too hard for what
after all was a musical error from the devs. The octave of E note was upper than it should have been, according to what was
written, and I got stuck.
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Because, oops, I actually know how to play the piano and understand music sheets correctly. . not bad good game when i playing
i thinked i was playing contra XD very good !. More like a Reissue than a Remaster.. Really good janky platformer, starts off
slow but is well worth the time. 8\/10
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Before we start off, please do not get the idea where you are drawing cute girls, its just a VN. It is a great Yuri/Romance VN,
defintely enjoyed it, there is 3 endings, 3 girls (excluding you). You start out as a girl name Yume Akiyama that has a boring
every day life til something happens.... Steven Hawkins can run better than this game.
. This DLC is free and's not meant to be a quality game. Its just a new developer thanking us for supporting his games.. theres a
certain addiction that wants you to do that (Just one more level go) and this game unleashed that in me .pretty cheap Im not
complaining.... One of those really addictive games with a simple mechanic that always has you jumping in for a quick game.

First played it on the iPod but on PC my finger doesn't get in the way :). Woooooow! Endless creativity and fun! Lots and lots
of props, characters. Great use of animation to help speed up the character posing process.. Game displays red screen while
playing.
No full screen option.
Terrible controls.
Put this cat to sleep.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BvBIamFAEfQ. I second every recommendation made on this game so far, with ONE
addition :

This game, doesn't give you its full research tree until you are veeeeeeeery deep into it, unlike other similar games where you
get some really powerful game-breaking units after, let us say, 10 hours of gaming ... with Eador it might take you 30 hours to
see the first building that will create a tier 2 unit for your cities.

For me that is a definite plus as it keeps the playing time - and the mystery of the game - much much longer and much more
interesting since the benefits of the shards which you have to choose from in each of the "pick a shard to conquer" turns is
random as well.

Full price is WORTH it ... but if you get it on a discount RUN to buy it as if it was iPhone 10 and you were the only person that
knew it was coming out :p
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